 "To ensure that by 2015 multiphase science based computer simulations play a signicant role in the design, operation, and troubleshooting of multiphase ow devices in fossil fuel processing plants."
 "Develop reduced order models from accurate computational results for use by design engineers" is listed as HIGH priority under Numerical Algorithm and Software Development category of the Roadmap.
 Computational advances will be provided to NETL's open-source CFD tool MFIX and validation cases will be provided.  "be at least 100 times faster than an equivalent multiphase CFD simulation."  "allow extrapolation within certain parameter ranges." (could be based on the results of several multiphase CFD simulations)  "be quantied for uncertainty, and the ROM must run without failure in the allowed parameter ranges."
Statement of Project Objectives
 Generate numerical data, necessary for validation of the models for multiple uidization regimes  Expose minority students to scientic research in the eld of uid dynamics of gas-solids ow systems  Powerful method of data analysis aimed at obtaining low dimensional approximate descriptions of high-dimensional processes  Provides optimal basis for modal decomposition of data set  Extracts time-independent orthonormal basis function and timedependent amplitude coefficients
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
 Reconstruction such as to minimize least square truncation error  Equivalent to finding basis functions that maximizes the average normalized projection of the basis functions onto the snapshots  Condition reduces to:
 Simplifies to eigenvalue problem: where
Modal Decomposition (Method of Snapshots) 
Karush-Kuhn Tucker (KKT) Conditions
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 Function to minimize subject to:
 Stationary Condition:
 Constraint: 
